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Faraday cell and Verdet constant



The Faraday effect, use in the Faraday cell for example, is the rotation of a the polarisation of the light during is transmission in a crystal, by an angle θ, given by this equation: ~ θ = αl|B|, where α is the Verdet constant related to the particular crystal, and l the length of the path of the light in this crystal. The setup to show this effect is presented on figure 1. The light of a Laser is polarised, passed in the magnetic sample. The output light pass a analyser and then is detected by a photo-diodes. We can applied a magnetic field along the sample by selecting the current in the magnet. So without applied field, if we cross the polariser and analyser, we get no signal from the captor, but if we applied a field, the plane of polarisation of the light will rotate in the sample and a part will go across the analyser, which will generate a signal in the captor. If the angle is small, we can say that the detected signal is proportional to the angle θ of rotation. To improve the detection of the signal, we modulate the input light with the help of a chopper, and use a Lock-In to find in the output signal from the captor, the component of the signal which have the same frequency as the modulated input light. Sample Analyseur



Polariseur



He-Ne Laser 20mW



Magnets Capteur Chopper



Input of Lock-In



Reference of Lock-In



Kepco controlled by the Lock-In



Figure 1: Setup for the Faraday effect To be able to determined the Verdet constant, we need first to know the value of the applied field to the sample, for a given current in the magnets. For this we use a Gauss-meter with is probe putted at the place of the sample. We set manually the current in the magnets with the Kepco. We obtain the following table: I(A) -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 3,5 4 5 H(G) -627 -514 -381 -243 -98 12 140 261 385 451 511 641 1



We found so that H ≈ 127 × I. Now, we can measure the variation of intensity when we applied a field or when we rotate the analyser. The first will give us U = g(I) where U is the tension voltage of the diode: I(A) -5 -4 -3 0 3 4 5 U(mV) -0,319 -0,220 -0,118 0 -0,141 -0,248 -0,381 and the second will give us U = h(θ), where θ is the angle measured for the position where analyser and polariser are crossed: θ0 (degree) 330 335 339 350 θ(degree) -9 -4 0 -11 U(V) -3,27 -0,636 -0,005 -4,650 We found that U (mV ) ≈ 61, 5I and U (mV ) ≈ 430θ (this one is badly fitted), so the Verdet constant for this sample with l = 2, 7cm is: π 61, 5 180 430 × 127 × 2, 7.10−2 = 7, 3.10−4 rad.G−1 .m−1



α =
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Hysteresis loop, Wollaston prism and balanced diodes



The problem in the precedent setup is that we normally wouldn’t be able to draw the hysteresis curve of the sample, because for the two opposite magnetisation, even if they give opposite angle of rotation θ, give the same signal after the analyser. In fact, the polariser and analyser are never strictly crossed, at least due to the no-zero magnetisation of the sample. And in most case, the angle θ of rotation is lesser than the angle of miss-crossed, so opposite magnetisation will give different signal output. But we can solve this problem in a more proper way by using a Wollaston prism with balanced diodes. The principle of a Wollaston prism and balanced diodes is that the input beam is split between his two polarised components which are detected by two independent and balanced diodes. This way, we have the intensity of the s- and p-polarised components. Now, we can use the difference of this two intensity as signal. The new position of the zero will be with a Wollaston prism putted at 45 degrees. Then a rotation angle in one side will give a positive signal, and one in the other side will give a negative signal for example. By using a computer to automated the setup, we can easily draw some hysteresis loop, as shown in figures 2, 3, 4. The sample are some garnet, the crystal used in the Faraday cell, and some other.
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(a) Faraday sample



(b) garnet 210



(c) garnet 210



(d) garnet 210



Figure 2: Hysteresis measurement in Faraday configuration
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(a) garnet 111



(b) kostic



(c) kostic



(d) kostic



Figure 3: Hysteresis measurement in Faraday configuration
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(a) kostic



Figure 4: Hysteresis measurement in Faraday configuration
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The different Kerr effects



The Kerr effects is the modification of the light when reflecting on a magnetic sample (Faraday effect affect transmission light). The Kerr effects depend on the direction of the magnetisation of the magnetic sample, according to the plan of the incident beam. We have the Longitudinal Kerr effect, when the magnetisation is in the plane of the sample and in the plane of incidence, the Transversal Kerr effect, when the magnetisation is in the plane of the sample, and out of plane of incidence, and, finally, the Polar Kerr effect when the magnetisation is out of the plane of the sample. Depending of the different configuration, we got a rotation of the polarisation of the input light if we are in Longitudinal or Polar configuration, or we got a intensity variation if we are in the Transversal configuration. We will try to see this different effects.



3.1



Longitudinal



The setup to see the Longitudinal Kerr effect is shown in figure 5. Different hysteresis loop, measured in the Longitudinal configuration are shown in figures 6. Sample



Polariseur



Magnets He-Ne Laser 20mW Chopper



Reference of Lock-In



Lens



Wallaston prism Balanced diodes



Figure 5: Setup for the Longitudinal Kerr effect
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(a) sample named 36



(b) sample named 12



(c) sample named 12



(d) sample named 06



Figure 6: Hysteresis measurement in Longitudinal Kerr configuration
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We then try to replace the chopper modulation by a Faraday cell as shown in figure 7. We can then replace the Wollaston prism and the balanced diodes by a simple photo-diode, because in a case of a Faraday cell, opposite magnetisation will give rise to a phase shift of π between this two signal, and this phase shift is detected by the Lock-In. Sample



Polariseur



Magnets He-Ne Laser 20mW



Faraday Cell



Analyseur Capteur



Figure 7: Setup for the Longitudinal Kerr effect with a Faraday cell as modulator



The result are shown in figure 8. The difference between the figure 8(a) and 8(b) is that the polarisation of the input light. For the first, we have a p-polarised light, and for the second, a s-polarised.



(a) Modulation by a Faraday cell, sample named 12



(b) Modulation by a Faraday cell, sample named 12



Figure 8: Hysteresis measurement in Longitudinal Kerr configuration
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Then we have measure the pure rotation(figures 10 to 12) and the ellipticity (figures 13 to 21) of an Nickel sample for different angle between the incident plane and the sample axis. The setup to measure the ellipticity with a Babinet-Soleil is shown on figure 9. Sample



Polariseur



Magnets He-Ne Laser 20mW



Babinet-Soleil compensator



Faraday Cell



Analyseur Capteur



Figure 9: Setup for the measurement of the ellipticity of the Longitudinal Kerr effect with a Babinet-Soleil compensator
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(a) Ni sample at 0 degree



(b) Ni sample at 10 degrees



(c) Ni sample at 20 degrees



(d) Ni sample at 30 degrees



Figure 10: Pure rotation measurement for an Nickel sample for different azimuthal angle
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(a) Ni sample at 40 degrees



(b) Ni sample at 50 degrees



(c) Ni sample at 60 degrees



(d) Ni sample at 70 degrees



Figure 11: Pure rotation measurement for an Nickel sample for different azimuthal angle
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(a) Ni sample at 80 degrees



(b) Ni sample at 90 degrees



Figure 12: Pure rotation measurement for an Nickel sample for different azimuthal angle
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(a) Ni sample at 0 degree with BS



(b) Ni sample at 5 degrees with BS



(c) Ni sample at 10 degrees with BS



(d) Ni sample at 15 degrees with BS



Figure 13: Ellipticity measurement for an Nickel sample for different azimuthal angle
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(a) Ni sample at 20 dergre with BS



(b) Ni sample at 25 degrees with BS



(c) Ni sample at 30 degrees with BS



(d) Ni sample at 35 degrees with BS



Figure 14: Ellipticity measurement for an Nickel sample for different azimuthal angle
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(a) Ni sample at 40 degree with BS



(b) Ni sample at 45 degrees with BS



(c) Ni sample at 50 degrees with BS



(d) Ni sample at 55 degrees with BS



Figure 15: Ellipticity measurement for an Nickel sample for different azimuthal angle
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(a) Ni sample at 60 dergre with BS



(b) Ni sample at 65 degrees with BS



(c) Ni sample at 70 degrees with BS



(d) Ni sample at 75 degrees with BS



Figure 16: Ellipticity measurement for an Nickel sample for different azimuthal angle
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(a) Ni sample at 80 dergre with BS



(b) Ni sample at 85 degrees with BS



(c) Ni sample at 90 degrees with BS



(d) Ni sample at 95 degrees with BS



Figure 17: Ellipticity measurement for an Nickel sample for different azimuthal angle
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(a) Ni sample at 100 degrees with BS



(b) Ni sample at 105 degrees with BS



(c) Ni sample at 115 degrees with BS



(d) Ni sample at 120 degrees with BS



Figure 18: Ellipticity measurement for an Nickel sample for different azimuthal angle
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(a) Ni sample at 125 dergre with BS



(b) Ni sample at 130 degrees with BS



(c) Ni sample at 135 degrees with BS



(d) Ni sample at 140 degrees with BS



Figure 19: Ellipticity measurement for an Nickel sample for different azimuthal angle
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(a) Ni sample at 145 dergre with BS



(b) Ni sample at 150 degrees with BS



(c) Ni sample at 155 degrees with BS



(d) Ni sample at 160 degrees with BS



Figure 20: Ellipticity measurement for an Nickel sample for different azimuthal angle
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(a) Ni sample at 165 dergre with BS



(b) Ni sample at 170 degrees with BS



(c) Ni sample at 175 degrees with BS



(d) Ni sample at 180 degrees with BS



Figure 21: Ellipticity measurement for an Nickel sample for different azimuthal angle
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3.2



Transversal



The setup to see the Transversal Kerr effect is firstly the same as for the longitudinal effect, in figure 5, but the sample and the magnets are putted in transverse configuration. The hysteresis loop obtained are shown in figure 22. Normally, because the Transversal Kerr effect don’t rotate the polarisation of the light, we shouldn’t see any hysteresis loop. The change of intensity of the output light, produced by the Transversal Kerr effect don’t affect the Wollaston setup used.



(a) sample named 36



(b) sample named 12



(c) sample named 12, at 45 degrees



Figure 22: Hysteresis measurement in Transversal Kerr configuration



We then try to measure only the intensity variation, with the setup in figure 23. The different hysteresis loop are shown in figures 24 and 25. This time, we see no hysteresis at all, for all input polarisation state. The Transversal Kerr effect is probably to small to be detected.
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Sample



Polariseur



Magnets He-Ne Laser 20mW Chopper



Reference of Lock-In



Capteur



Figure 23: Setup for the Transversal Kerr effect
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(a) sample named 12, intensity at 0 degree=spolarised



(b) sample named 12, intensity at 0 degree=spolarised



(c) sample named 12, intensity at 45 degrees



(d) sample named 12, degrees=p-polarised



intensity at 90



Figure 24: Hysteresis measurement in Transversal Kerr configuration
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(a) sample named 36, degrees=p-polarised



intensity at 90



(b) sample named 06, degrees=p-polarised



intensity at 90



Figure 25: Hysteresis measurement in Transversal Kerr configuration
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3.3



Polar



The setup to measure the Kerr effect in the polar configuration is showed on figure 26. Sample



Beam splitter



Polariseur



He-Ne Laser 20mW



Magnets Faraday Cell



Analyseur Capteur



Figure 26: Setup for the Polar Kerr effect



And the hysteresis loop are shown in figure 27 for the Nickel sample.
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(a) Ni sample



(b) Ni sample with bigger field



(c) Ni sample with BS



Figure 27: Hysteresis measurement in Polar Kerr configuration
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4



Babinet-Soleil compensator



We can measure the ellipticity σ of the Kerr angle ∆k = ρ+iσ, by incorporating a quarter-wave plate in the setup, as shown in the figure 9. To simulate the quarter-wave plate, we use a Babinet-Soleil (BS) compensator, which can induced a retardation between the two polarisation of the input beam. This retardation can be adjust with a screw, which change the size of the crystal inside the BS. First we need to set the BS so it will work as a quarter-wave plate. For this, we can first find the size of the crystal to have an half-wave plate, and then divide the founded size by two to have a quarter-wave plate, because the induced retardation is proportional to the crystal size. If a half-wave plate is putted on a linear polarised beam with an angle of 45 degrees with the input plan of polarisation, for example an s-polarised light, we get after the half-wave plate a p-polarised light, as showed by the following Jones calculus, where R45 is the rotation −1 of the axis by 45 degrees, R45 is the reverse rotation of 45 degrees and Mλ/2 is the matrix representation of the half-wave plate, which introduce a phase shift of π between the two polarisation: −1 Eout = R45 Mλ/2 R45 Ein     1 1 −1 1 0 1 1 = Ein 0 −1 −1 1 2 1 1   0 1 = Ein 1 0



So to find the correct crystal size, we first put polariser and analyser in a parallel way, then we put the BS between the analyser and the polariser, with is axis making 45 degree with the axis of polariser and analyser. Then, by changing the size of the crystal with the screw, we search the minus of the total output light. At the minimum, the BS work as a half-wave plate. Then by dividing the size of the crystal by two, we got the quarter-wave plate. We have found that the half-wave was at 6,535, so we put it then at 3,27. Let us now see the effect of this quarter-wave plate in the setup showed at figure 9. The input light is s-polarised:   1 Ein = 0 The Kerr rotation induced by the sample for small rotation angle ∆k = ρ + iσ is:     cos ∆k sin ∆k 1 ∆k R= = − sin ∆k cos ∆k −∆k 1 The Faraday rotation induced by the Faraday cell for small rotation angle Θ = A sin(ωt) is:     cos(Θ) sin(Θ) 1 Θ F = = − sin(Θ) cos(Θ) −Θ 1 The BS working as a quarter-wave plate:  B=



 i 0 0 1
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And the analyser:  P =



 0 0 0 1



So without the BS, we got: Eout = P F REin      0 0 1 Θ 1 ∆k 1 = 0 1 −Θ 1 0 −∆k 1    0 0 1 = −Θ 1 −∆k   0 = −Θ − ∆k Iout ≈ (ρ + A sin(ωt))2 + σ 2 And with the BS, putted before the Faraday cell: Eout = P F BREin       0 0 1 Θ i 0 1 ∆k 1 = 0 1 −Θ 1 0 1 −∆k 1 0     0 0 i 0 1 = −Θ 1 0 1 −∆k    0 0 i = −Θ 1 −∆k   0 = −iΘ − ∆k Iout ≈ ρ2 + (σ + A sin(ωt))2 As you can see, without the BS, we measure the pure rotation angle ρ alone, because we use a Lock-In to find the component of the signal which have a pulsation of ω, which is given by the double product when you develop the square. With the BS, we measure only the ellipticity σ, for the same reason. We can note that the position of the BS is important, cause if we put it after the Faraday cell, we don’t get the ellipticity as shown by: Eout = P BF REin       0 0 i 0 1 Θ 1 ∆k 1 = 0 1 0 1 −Θ 1 −∆k 1 0     0 0 1 Θ 1 = 0 1 −Θ 1 −∆k    0 0 1 = −Θ 1 −∆k   0 = −Θ − ∆k Iout ≈ (ρ + A sin(ωt))2 + σ 2
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5



Filtering



5.1



Impulse noise reduction



For every measurement, we got some impulse noise that probably came from the Laser used or from the different electronic component. For some low signal curve, this noise is really important. A good thing will so be to try to remove this noise by using some numerical filtering technique. The first technique we can think about is doing some average by doing the measurement more than one time. But this technique, even if already avalaible with the program used to did the measurement, is not a so good one. For example, if for the first measurement, you get x+n where x is the value to measure and n is the impulse noise, and then the second measurement is x (impulse noise appear normally only one time, so there is no possible compensation with something like −n), you finally get x + n2 , so a decrease of the noise by 2. But to get another decrease by 2, you need 2 more measurement, and so one. So by this way, the decrease of the noise increase in a logarithmique way. This technique is also time of measurement consuming. It will be better if we can reduce impulse noise by some computation in each curve. A well know filter to remove such kind of noise is the median filter http://www.cee.hw.ac.uk/ hipr/html/median.html, used mainly in image processing. This filter consider the neighbours of a point, and sort them in numerical order, and then replace it with the median of those values. The number of neighbours to consider is parametrable by defining the size of a windows, but usually taken to 3. Let consider this example, we have this data [2 15 4], we sort them so we have now [2 4 15], so the median value will be 4, so we replace 15 by 4, this way we reduce drastically the impulsed noise. The listing of the program written for Octave (a free-software clone of MatLab) fallow: 1



function signal_filtered = mokefilter(moke_data) # windows of the median filter



5



windows_size = 3; windows = [1 windows_size]; t = size(moke_data,1); nb_mesure = (size(moke_data,2) - 3)./2; courant = moke_data(:,1);



10



15



# we filter each mesurement and then we # make the average signal_filtered = zeros(t, 1); for k=4:(nb_mesure + 3); M = moke_data(:,k); signal_filtered = signal_filtered .+ medfilt2( M, windows); end signal_filtered = signal_filtered./nb_mesure;



20



#we try to suppress the drift if 1 # first method decalage_par_echantillon = (signal_filtered(t) - signal_filtered(1))./t; 30



rampe = cumsum(ones(t, 1)) - 1; decalage = decalage_par_echantillon.*rampe; signal_filtered = signal_filtered - decalage; else # second method T = size(moke_data,1) - 1; a = signal_filtered(1:(T/2+1)); b = signal_filtered((T/2+1):T+1); k = -4*sum(a-b)/(T^2); rampe = k*(cumsum(ones(t, 1)) - 1); signal_filtered = signal_filtered - rampe; end
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30



35



You can invoke this program like this: data = aload("filename.dat", Inf, Inf, " ", "NA/NaN", "[a-zA-Z]"); M_filtered = mokefilter(data); Where the “aload” function, as well as the “medfilt2” function used in the program, can be found in the octave-forge package http://octave.sourceforge.net/ for the latest development version of Octave http://www.octave.org/download.html. It will be probably interesting to implement this filter in the LabVIEW program that did the measurement.



5.2



Drift compensation



The last part of the previous listing concern a try to suppress a drift in some of our measurement, induced by the bad stability of the used Laser. The first method simply try to estimate the total drift with the first and the last data point, and then removing the amount of drift of each data point. But this way, some problem can occurs if the first or last data point are too wrong. The second method is a more sophisticated try. We first split the data in an upper curve a(t) and a lower curve b(t) of the hysteresis loop. We can write: a(t) = s(t) + kt + K b(t) = s(t + T /2) + k(t + T /2) + K where s is the signal, k is the drift increased between two data points, K is the total offset of the curve, t is the data point number, starting to 0 and ending at T . No if we do: a(t) − b(t) = s(t) + kt + K − s(t + T /2) − k(t + T /2) − K = s(t) − s(t + T /2) − kT /2 The main idea of this try of drift removing was that if the hysteresis loop is symmetric, s(t) and s(t + T /2) are the same and compensate each other. So by doing the integration of a − b to reduce the influence of the noise, we will be able to measure the drift k cause: Z T /2 kT 2 (a − b) dt = − 4 0 But the hysteresis loop were not symmetric. 31
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